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( “Christ(is(enough(for(me.”(Last(week(we(spent(time(looking(at(those(who(have(said(
that(Christ(isn’t(enough(and(walked(away(from(their(faith(journey(with(Jesus.(More(and(
more(it’s(our(young(people(who(are(walking(away.(I(proposed,(based(on(the(research(we(
have(available,(the(problem(is(not(young(people(walking(away,(it’s(older(generations(who(
aren’t(connecting(to(Christ.(When(we(sing(“Christ(is(enough(for(me”(and(yet(live(our(lives(in(
a(way(that(suggests(he’s(anything(but(that,(it’s(confusing(and(doesn’t(build(a(lot(of(
confidence.((
(
( If(I(told(you(Verizon(has(the(best(cellphone(service(but(used(a(different(carrier,(you’d(
wonder(why.(If(I(said(the(best(thing(on(the(menu(is(a(certain(dish,(but(never(ordered(it,(
you’d(wonder(why.(If(I(said(a(certain(restaurant(was(the(best(and(never(went,(you’d(wonder(
why.((If(I(become(known(as(the(guy(who(says(you(should(have(Verizon,(and(order(the(
Falafel(Pocket(sandwich(from(Hubbly(Bubbly(but(never(have(or(do(any(of(those(things,(you(
start(to(realize,(if(he(can(be(happy(without(that(stuff,(I(can(too.(It’s(no(different(with(Jesus.(If(
we(say(we(need(him(but(it’s(not(reflected(in(our(daily(life,(people,(especially(our(young(
people,(determine(that(we(don’t(really(need(him.(Research(tells(us(this(is(what(has(
happenedQyoung(people(have(walked(away(from(their(faith(journey(because(we(merely(
paid(Jesus(lip(service,(or(as(Jesus(quoted(Isaiah,(“they(acknowledge(me(with(their(lips(but(
their(hearts(are(from(me.”(Is(29:13;(Matthew(15:8.(If(we(want(our(young(people(to(
passionate(about(Jesus,(we(need(to(talk(with(Jesus.((
(
( Now(last(week(I(didn’t(mean(to(trivialize(this(idea(of(talking(with(Jesus.(Last(week(
several(asked(me(privately,(what(does(it(mean(to(talk(with(Jesus?(Many(times(vocational(
ministers(lament(the(trends(of(young(people(leaving(and(think(that(if(we(had(more(money,(
more(pastors,(more(buildings,(then(we(could(actually(do(something(serious(about(people(
leaving.(Research(says(this(isn’t(the(case.(So(the(beauty(of(working(to(solve(the(dropout(
problem(doesn’t(need(more(money,(buildings,(or(vocational(ministers.(Spending(more(time(
with(Jesus(is(free,(but(it(can((be(challenging(for(a(variety(of(reasons.((
(

I(suggest(a(few(resources(to(help(you(talk(with(Jesus.(We(have(12(sermons(in(our(
archives(called(12(Months(to(Grow(which(are(things(you(can(use(to(connect(with(Jesus.(Also(
at(the(back(are(handouts(on(a(devotional(method(used(by(Pastor(Andy(and(another(pastor.(
These(are(not(the(exclusive(ways(to(talk(with(Jesus,(simply(ways(that(others(have(talked(
with(him.((

(
As(we(transition,(let’s(remember(this:(it(takes(time(to(build(a(relationship.(You(don’t(

meet(someone(and(then(say(“let’s(get(married!”(You(slowly(work(up(to(that(point.(You(don’t(
meet(someone(and(say(“let’s(be(besties!”(You(work(up(to(that(point.(But,(as(you(work(up(to(
that(point,(the(relationship(is(a(topic(of(conversation.(It(starts(to(spill(over(into(other(areas(
of(life.(Last(week(we(looked(at(talking(with(Jesus,(this(week,(we(look(at(talking(about(Jesus.(



(
Prayer.(
(
Jesus,(when(he(prayed(in(John(17,(hoped(that(we(would(become(one,(so(that(we(

could(then(be(one(with(him,(and(that(relationship(is(then(the(impetus(for(others(coming(to(
Christ.(This(is(not(the(first(time(God(presented(this(idea.(In(Deuteronomy(6(we(see(God’s(
ideal.((Read(Deut(6:4Q9)((

(
Connected(to(last(week(is(this(phrase,(“these(commandments(are(to(be(on(your(

hearts.”(If(we(want(to(solve(the(dropout(problem,(we(need(to(connect(with(Jesus.(But(as(the(
passage(goes(on(you(may(tempted(to(think(that(if(you(don’t(have(kids,(aren’t(thinking(about(
kids,(or(have(kids(that(are(grown(you(don’t(need(to(pay(attention(and(that(those(parents(
better(be(listening.(I(am(going(to(talk(to(my(parents(first,(but(as(I(shared(last(week(and(will(
say(again,(there(is(so(much(more(to(the(story(and(this(community(is(needed(to(help(our(
young(people(connect(to(Jesus.((

(
As(we(can(see(from(this(passage,(God(wanted(the(story(of(his(interaction(with(

humanity(at(the(forefront(of(life.(The(conversation(pieces(mentioned(in(Deuteronomy(6(
normally(happen(in(the(home.(For(a(long(time(the(mindset(was(the(pastor(and/or(the(
school(took(care(of(the(spiritual(conversations,(especially(the(thorny(ones.(In(fact,(research(
says(that(the(more(religious(a(parent(is,(or(if(religion/faith(is(incredibly(important(to(a(
parent,(the(LESS(likely(that(parent(is(to(talk(to(their(child(about(an(
important/challenging/thorny(issue.(But(when(you(look(at(God’s(ideal,(the(pastor(doing(
some(of(these(things(might(be(a(little(weird,(and(frankly(it(would(get(annoying.(Imagine(if(I(
came(over(for(breakfast(every(morning,(was(around(at(bedtime,(spent(most(of(the(day(there.(
(Video)(

(
This(mindset(is(still(the(common(view(but(research(is(telling(us(that(is(part(of(the(

reason(young(people(are(walking(away(because(it’s(an(issue(of(time.(Even(if(for(one(family(I(
could(be(that(present,(it(leaves(a(lot(of(other(students(I’m(NOT(able(to(minister.(We(have,(
between(the(ages(of(5Q18,(542(young(people(connected(to(our(church.(There’s(no(way(that(I(
can(be(present(that(much.((

(
The(average(parent(has(3,000(hours(per(year(to(influence(a(life.(The(average(church(

has(40(hours(in(a(given(year.(Let’s(say(we’re(above(the(average.(Let’s(say(that(your(child(
comes(every(week(to(Sabbath(School,(comes(to(a(weekly(meeting,(and(attends(High(School(
Bible(Retreat,(Barn(Party,(Meet/Worship/Serve,(The(Christmas(Party,(March(Madness,(and(
Simply(Girls(or(Manly(Talk.(That(would(make(it(like(150(hours.(Graphically(represented,(
here(are(3,000(hours.(Here(are(150(hours.(I(want(our(young(people(to(be(able(to(describe(
more(than(Jesus’(eyebrow.((

(
Here’s(some(of(the(struggle.(

• 12%(of(youth(have(regular(dialogue(with(their(mother(on(faith(and/or(life(
issues(



• 5%(of(youth(have(regular(dialogue(with(their(father(on(faith(and/or(life(
issues(

• 9%(of(youth(have(experienced(regular(reading(of(the(Bible(and(devotions(in(
the(home(

• 12%(of(youth(have(experienced(a(servanthood(event(with(a(parent(as(an(
action(of(faith(
(

Earlier(this(week(I(was(sharing(these(statistics(with(someone(who(asked(me,(“is(that(
all(students(or(Christian(students?”(These(statistics(come(from(11,000(participants(from(
561(congregations(across(6(different(denominations.(This(is(part(of(the(problem.(We(need(
to(talk(about(Jesus.(He(needs(to(be(at(the(forefront(of(all(that(we(do.(He(needs(to(be(at(the(
forefront(of(our(conversations(when(we’re(going(to(bed,(waking(up(in(the(morning,(going(to(
the(store,(going(to(school,(on(the(way(to(vacation,(on(the(way(back(from(vacation.((

(
Some(of(you(might(be(thinking(“I(don’t(have(kids.”(Your(role(is(vital(as(well!(Check(

out(these(findings.((
• “Compared(to(their(peers,(young(churchQattenders(are(far(more(likely(to(have(

adults(in(their(lives(with(whom(they(enjoy(talking,(and(who(give(them(lots(of(
encouragement.”((Almost(Christian(p.(73)((

• “The(National(Study(of(Youth(and(Religion(testifies(to(young(people’s(
willingness,(even(eagerness,(to(hang(out(with(adults(who(support(and(
encourage(them.”((Almost(Christian(p.(121/SoulSearching(p.60)(

• “Teenagers(learn(to(articulate(faith(by(hearing(adults(articulate(theirs.”(
(Almost(Christian(p.152)(

(
(
In(the(book(Sticky(Faith,(Kara(Powell(and(Chap(Clark(build(on(the(research(of(NSYR(

and(conduct(some(of(their(own(at(the(Fuller(Youth(Institute.(They(suggest(churches(aim(for(
a(5:1(ratio(of(adults(to(students.(When(they(started(their(research(they(were(hoping(to(find(
a(silver(bullet,(what(is(the(one(thing(that(shapes/influences(a(young(person’s(faith(sticking?(
They(comment(they(didn’t(find(a(silver(a(bullet,(but(noticed(a(high(correlation(between(
students(attending(a(churchQwide(worship(service(and(sticky(faith.(Think(about(that(for(a(
moment.(Students(finding(a(lasting(faith(came(as(a(result(of(participating(in(what’s(
happening(right(now.(And(it’s(not(just(that(they(came,(listened,(and(left.(No,(it’s(that(before(
the(service(people(were(engaging(with(them.(During(the(service(they(had(an(opportunity(to(
watch(adults(worship.(After(the(service(they(had(an(opportunity(to(engage(more(with(
adults(and(then(it(was(a(topic(of(conversation,(an(opportunity(to(listen(to(adults(articulate(
their(faith(journey.(This(church,(this(community(right(here,(listening(to(these(words,(is(part(
of(the(solution(of(helping(our(young(people(develop(and(keep(their(faith.((

(
The(solution(is(not(more(programming,(though(programming(is(helpful.(David(

Kinnaman(from(the(Barna(Group(says:(“The(truth(is(it(is(much(easier(to(put(on(events(for(
large(groups(of(kids(than(it(is(to(mentor(each(and(every(one(of(them(into(a(mature(and(
holistic(walk(with(God.”((You(Lost(Me(p.(125)(I(think(this(is(a(both/and(thing.(I(think(
programming(is(helpful,(it’s(a(piece(of(that(journey,(but(we(also(need(to(walk(through(with(



young(people(on(an(individual(basis.(This(is(where(parents(come(in;(this(is(where(family(
comes(in;(this(is(where(friends(come(in;(this(is(where(the(church(comes(in.(

(
“Talk(about(them(when(you(sit(at(home,(and(when(you(walk(along(the(road,(when(

you(lie(down(and(when(you(get(up.”(These(conversations(need(to(be(at(the(forefront(of(all(
that(we(do.(Books(are(great,(but(written(words(account(for(less(than(1/10(of(1%(of(the(total(
information(we(consume”.(We(need(to(engage(our(young(people(in(conversations(of(faith.((

(
Kenda(Creasy(Dean(makes(a(really(interesting(observation.(In(Genesis(1(we(learn(of(

God’s(interaction(with(the(world.((Read(Gen(1:1Q3)(The(voice(of(God(was(heard(and(seen(
when(you(think(about(it.(In(John(1(we(see(another(picture.((Read(John(1:1,(3Q9,(14)(
Salvation(comes(in(the(name(of(Jesus((Acts(4:12).((

(
God’s(interaction,(his(creativity(with(the(world(is(verbal(and(he’s(asked(us(to(join.(

We(need(to(talk(with(Jesus,(but(we(also(need(to(talk(about(Jesus.((
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Why do you think people shy away from talking about 
Jesus? How can we overcome that obstacle? 
 
 
If you’re a parent, what can you do to increase 
conversation with your children? If you’re not a parent, 
what can you do to increase conversation with the young 
people in our community?  
 
 
How can you more fully live out Deuteronomy 6:4-9? 
 
 
Reflect on a time when you were younger. Who were the 
adults you heard articulate their faith journey? Identify 
people you can share your faith journey with and 
then...share! 
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